AMERICAN RIVER COLLEGE
Brandon Van Vliet
C.K. MCCLATCHY HIGH
SCHOOL
Delaney Volker
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS HIGH
SCHOOL
Delaney Volker
Vincent Bachelier
Andre
Mia Sanchez Bejar
Samantha Lingao

INDERKUM HIGH SCHOOL
Mariana Céline Jones
Malina Calarco
Nigel Young
Russell Lacara
Ryan Chowdhury
Ryan Corr
Sam Rodriguez
Sonia Singh
Sorina Ying
Spencer Godt
Summer Rios
Svetlana Bella Misener
Thomas Bowron

NP3 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Mariah Nicole Gutierrez
NP3 HIGH SCHOOL
Adam Owyang
Adrianna Hoogenbosch
Harley S. Amaral
Janell Phung
Maya Sariñana
NP3 MIDDLE SCHOOL
Kate Rodriguez
Vanessa C. Jauregui
RIO LINDA HIGH SCHOOL
Michael Robinson III

HERON SCHOOL
Ella Gorski
Evelyn Cooper
Greyson Lavoie
Helen Robinson
Kae Lin Kim
Kaia M. Hadid
Madison Arsich
Mikayla Wolfert
Milo Peyton
Skylar Peyton
Sofia Mayorga
Ty Miramontes
Van Froling

JESUIT HIGH SCHOOL
Ritvik Gadhok

HOMESCHOOL
Tiara Abraham

MIRA LOMA HIGH SCHOOL
Shivam Patel

ST. PHILOMENE SCHOOL
Margrete Beisert

INDERKUM HIGH SCHOOL
Alina Corpora
Alycia Simrin Singh
Andrea Figueroa-Ledesma
Andrew O’Brien
Angeline Suico
Arianna Liyanage
Brandon Roberson
Brodie MacMurray
Casey Campbell
Cole Henson
Damon Bartells
Devon Angle
Fernando Guzman
Hannah Butler
Ivan Alejandro
Jadon Souksamlane
James Rodriguez
Jonathan Laksana
Josh Brushwyler
Joshua Ng
Kyra Talusik
Kyrsten Price

NATOMAS CHARTER PFAA
Alana Smith
Andrew Yoon
Ashley Richter
Carissa Nunez
Fabian Lopez
Hailey Hopkins
Jacob Elias Garcia-Rodriguez
Joshua Haight
Kaleb Kai Meunreua
Lauren Nolan
Malik Moten
Nicolle Homan
Rodanthe Souza
Yasmine Shibata

STAR ACADEMY
Lucas Race
Zachary Hughes

NATOMAS MIDDLE SCHOOL
Aleyda Figueroa

WEST CAMPUS HIGH SCHOOL
Archana Jones

NATOMAS PARK ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Antonio Saturnino
Frank Joseph Viray
Kara Lowe

WESTLAKE CHARTER SCHOOL
Jared Cuevas Tan
Josiah Bassett

LEADING EDGE ACADEMY
Amanda Yee
Caitlin Hafenstein
Caleb Xavier Ramos
Daniel Krueger
David Hughes
Gage Fernandez
James Race
Lillian Barajas
Reese Lopez Fahrenholz
Toby Turner

SACRAMENTO COUNTRY DAY
SCHOOL
Eliana Robinson
SACRAMENTO STATE UNIVERSITY
Naomi Milton
ST. FRANCIS HIGH SCHOOL
Lauren Kim
ST. PATRICK’S ACADEMY
Julian Gonzalez

TWO RIVERS ELEMENTARY
La’Myia Hardin
UC BERKELEY
Marc Castillo
UC SANTA BARBARA
Jalen Souksamlane
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
Katelyn Getchel

I

have had the privilege
of being on the Board
for the past three years.
Announcements & Agenda Action Items:
Throughout that time I
have learned many things:
• The 2019 Financials audit was approved by the
governance, team building,
Board.
the importance of volunteering
and appreciation for our management team. I
• The Board approved a communication to members
thank every one of you for the time spent working
regarding the Association’s current position on
and investing yourselves, in this association and all of
owner assessments and the continued operations of
its endeavors.
the Association and its assets.
•
In all of my life I have never experienced anything
like the impact of COVID-19. While I look forward to
the day when The Club returns to a fully operational
level, please know that your community member
volunteers and the management team are moving
forward for your benefit. Currently a plan to address
•
everything that can be thought of to reopen is
being developed. This document will include:
•Screening members and staff before entering
the facility
•Cleaning the facility, before/during use
•Physical distancing
•Personal hygiene
•Front of the house signage
•Back office/staff area signage
•Staff and member health concerns
•Case notification if a member or staff is
symptomatic of COVID-19
•Staff responsibilities
•Member responsibilities
•Cleaning procedures
•Club area specific rules and guidelines
•Member entry and departure
•Fitness center
•Aquatics
•Kids’ zone
•General use
•Cafes
•Meetings and events
•Staff break room
•Special rules enforcement
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The Social Committee is completing ‘virtual’
social events through e-blasts and Facebook,
thus creating a Virtual Community since Members
cannot meet at the Club.

•

The Club Team is continuing to work on projects that
can be completed remotely and some very specific
safety and sanitation projects that meet the State’s
Shelter in Place Order.

•

The Board reviewed an initial outline that the
Club Team provided for the eventual opening
of the Club facilities. The Club is expected
to open in phases, with likely very limited
availability initially. The Board also approved
a motion for Management to develop a
written program of what Club opening would
entail, including physical distancing measures,
cleaning procedures, member sign-in and
acknowledgement of modified Covid-19 policies.

•

The Board approved Director Gray to be the
Board liaison to assist Management with drafting
RFP’s and developing reports for Club repair and
renovation projects.

•

Director Harms discussed Independence Day
Fireworks and the need to announce that we are
not having a fireworks show in 2020, while also
making sure we understand the liability to the
Association for hosting fireworks.

This document will be a living document, adaptable
to change and for the safety of all concerned.
It has been a privilege to serve as President of the
•
Board for the past two years. I look forward to
seeing you and yours around The Club.

Rob Lake

Club Committee Chair Carol Gray reported that
the project of converting the ‘fitness’ hallway from
carpet to polished concrete was completed. The
Committee did not meet in April and got back to
work in May via Video meetings.

The Board approved a motion for Management
to develop an ‘Opt In’ list for members interested
in being on the NPMA email list for general
communications, while also being able to opt out
of email being shared with anyone else.

Dog owners have a responsibility to manage their
pets’ behavior and follow certain rules of etiquette.
Follow these guidelines to ensure that you and your
dog are being courteous community members.

Murray and Rio Hoffman (fur-babies of Brent &
Kym Hoffman) have become unofficial mascots
of Alderberry Way/Court with a group of neighbor kids coming by to request to walk our dogs. It
started as a way for the parents to “test out” how
their kids would respond to a short term responsibility of a dog, as the kids keep asking the parents
to get one. Now, the kids will come over and
ask to “borrow” the dogs and bring them to play
in their backyard. The dogs love it and we are
super grateful they are getting fun outside time,
too. Special thanks to the Guerrero and Zimbelman kids for making fur-friends during this crazy
time!

•

Always leash your dog on walks. Not everyone
is comfortable around dogs. Keep your dog
close to you and stay alert to others. Your leash
should be short enough to prevent your dog
from contacting or jumping on passersby.

•

Scoop your poop. Bring several bags on your
walks to be sure you have enough. If you run
out, either come back and clean it up later, or
ask another walker if they have a bag to spare.

•

Prevent barking. Practice getting your dog’s
attention to easily redirect him if he barks at
people or other dogs. If you know your dog
acts this way, only allow him in the yard when
supervised.

•

Only let your dog greet a stranger if they ask.
The same rule applies if you see another dog
and owner approaching. Ask first and respect
the other’s response.

•

Don’t play while on leash. If you meet another
dog on a walk (and it’s alright with their owner)
let the dogs sniff each other for five seconds
and move on. Letting your dog play with
another dog while on leash can result in injury
and teach your dog that all dogs enjoy
this kind of interaction, although
many don’t.
• Be aware of other people’s feelings.
If your dog does something to upset
someone (jumping up, barking)
apologize to them and take
measures to prevent the situation
from reoccurring.
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Hi Neighbors,
Even though the Club is not open, the Club
Committee has had a busy month!
Here are highlights from our May 6th meeting:
•

We finalized the 2020 Summer Menu –
much improved over last year. We are also
bringing back Friday night Happy Hour food
and drink specials. It is now ready to go to
the Board for final approval.

•

Ongoing discussions with management
regarding staff training

•

Continued discussing updating the Sound
system at the Club

•

Completed SWOT training per the 2020
NPMA Annual Plan. A big Thank You to
Kanon Artiche and Mark Sanders for
facilitating the training!

Please join us via Zoom (watch your email and
our website for details on how to join in) for our
next meeting scheduled for June 04 at 6:30 pm.
We have member comment at the beginning
and end of each meeting. Would love to hear
your thoughts on how we can improve the
Natomas Park member experience!!
Stay Safe - Stay Healthy – Stay Positive!
Carol Gray
Club Committee Chair

We also reviewed and requested 2 Ping
Pong Conversion Table Tops via email
on May 13.
And we are continuing to gather
info for updating the Club to
present to the Board.
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RIMA
CABRERA

MSW Medical Social
Worker II
Satellite Healthcare
What impact has COVID-19 had on
you and your loved ones? Fortunately, the
Covid-19 virus has not affected my family
directly however the shelter in place and social
distancing has heightened their anxiety. I am
a Medical Social Worker at a dialysis clinic
providing care and support to patients with
renal failure/kidney disease. Dialysis treatments
are life sustaining for all of our patients and
during this Covid-19 pandemic crisis we
continue to educate the patients about the
importance of attending all dialysis
treatments.
What keeps you motivated
to continue working in
your roles? Each day is
unpredictable, however
at the end of each day
I leave my workplace
feeling gratified knowing
that I made a difference
in my patients’ lives
by just being present
and available to assist
with their needs. During this
difficult time and the feeling of
uncertainty, the patients need stability.
It is truly an honor to be in healthcare
and to provide support to a vulnerable and
immunocompromised patient population.
If you could ask the community for one thing,
what would it be? Please continue to take all
safety precautions including wearing a mask
and maintaining 6 feet distance when you are
out in the community.
Do you do anything to maintain positivity
during this stressful time? I have incorporated
a work life balance into my daily schedule. I
do virtual classes with our amazing clubhouse
fitness instructors (Karina, Joy, Juliet, and
Chantelle) via FB live on a weekly basis. I also
enjoy meditating and going on walks in the
neighborhood. During this stressful time it is
important to go within and create a balance
for your mind, body, and overall wellbeing.
What fun hobbies/favorite shows/etc keep
you occupied outside of work? I love being
outdoors and being in nature. I have been
spending a good amount of time in our
backyard and going on weekly walks in the
neighborhood. I also enjoy cooking different
cuisines from around the world and baking.

I find it to be
therapeutic and
relaxing. One of my
favorite shows is “This
is Us” and I have been
watching the series on Hulu.
Another hobby I took on more
recently is creating photo albums
from our travel adventures. My
husband and I have explored the
world together and hopefully we
will continue to explore post Covid-19
pandemic crisis.

MELBA SHIBATA
Pharmacy Technician

What impact has
COVID-19 had on
you and your loved
ones? Because I
deal with many sick
individuals at the
pharmacy at Costco,
I have decided
to stay away from
Grandma and my
brother and sisterin-law’s family, who
also live in Natomas
Park. Our oldest is
a senior at PFAA. It
is heartbreaking to
see how much she
is missing. She opted
to attend UC Santa
Cruz in the fall, but it
is uncertain how that
will look. Our other
child will be in 9th
grade at PFAA, and we are gearing up for more
online learning.
What keeps you motivated to continue working in
your role? I enjoy helping others and the people
who need the pharmacy. Especially the senior
citizens, who are so thankful.
If you could ask the community for one thing, what
would it be? Please practice social distancing and
refrain from non family gatherings.
Do you do anything to maintain positivity during
this stressful time? Since the Club is closed, I haven’t
been able to attend yoga classes, so I have been
riding my bike more. And baking with the kids.
Everybody is baking.
What fun hobbies/favorite shows/etc keep you
occupied outside of work? Believe it or not, I havent
been watching that much tv. This season of Survivor
is a good one and there is always Netflix. I still go to
the farmer’s market. And, I am holding out hope
that we can still go camping this summer.
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T

he last, hard copy, mailed NPMA Newsletter will be
distributed in July, 2020. Thus, effective, August, 2020, the
only way to personally receive the Newsletter will be via email or
through the NPMA website.
The Board approved the decision to convert to digital only during
the February Open Board Meeting. The decision was based on a
combination of significant owner feedback, 79% of respondents
supported the conversion, and an estimated cost savings of
$40,000 per year. Additionally, the digital newsletter format will
likely have more current content at the time of publication.
If you would like to receive the monthly NPMA Newsletter
via email, please send an email to admin@natomaspark.
com, including your name, property address and email
address.
You can also send an email to the above address
if you need assistance with gaining access to
the NPMA website:
www.natomaspark.com
You can locate the Newsletter on the
website in ‘Member Resources’ drop
down, in the Categories section under
‘Newsletters’.
We will have limited hard copies of
the monthly Newsletter available
in the Clubhouse lobby.
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The Director voting material, received on
May 4, had conflicting voting instructions. This
year, members are voting for one candidate
to fill one director vacancy on the Board of
Directors. Due to Management’s error, the
director voting material was reissued with the
correct voting instructions and ballot. You
should have received this material on May
11. If you already returned the first ballot and
you voted for two candidates, please contact
Management for a new ballot. The Delegate
voting material, that came in the color light
blue, is still valid. Please return your Delegate
ballot.
Ballots must be returned by mail to the
Inspector of Elections in the two envelopes
provided so that they are received no later
than 5:00 PM on June 11, 2020, at 4600
Northgate Blvd., Suite 135, Sacramento, CA
95834. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, ballots will
not be accepted by hand-delivery, and must
be mailed to the Inspector of Elections.

Center Drive, Sacramento, 95835, but no one will
be permitted to attend this location except the
Inspectors.
Please Note that in the event the COVID-19
orders are lifted before the meeting date, this
meeting may be changed to a meeting in
person to be held at The Club, located at 2101
Club Center Drive, Sacramento, CA 95835, at
the date and time listed. Further notice will be
provided if this occurs, and all members will be
permitted to attend in person.
Annual Membership Meeting and Election of Delegates
Thursday, June 11, 2020, at 5:00 PM
https://zoom.us/j/93583484469
Phone 1-669-900-6833 / Meeting ID 935 8348 4469
Annual Delegate Meeting and Election of Directors
Thursday, June 11, 2020, at 6:30 PM
https://zoom.us/j/93919750990
Phone 1-669-900-6833 / Meeting ID 939 1975 0990

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the annual
meetings/elections will not be held in person.
The meetings will be conducted by video
conference, and all members will be able
to join the video conference and observe
the opening and counting of the ballots.
You can access the meeting using the
information listed here. The ballots will
be opened and counted at 2101 Club

Address				BDS BTH SqFt Sales Price
2782 Maybrook Dr		
1873 Hawkhaven Way		
5258 Fredericksburg Way
2242 Able Way			
2126 Riggs Way			
1786 N Bend Dr			
1641 Baines Ave			

4
3
5
4
4
5
4

3
2
3
3
3
4
4

1876
1603
3417
2550
2624
2726
3170

$400,000
$420,000
$500,000
$520,000
$525,000
$530,500
$536,000
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Access Control: Keep your side gate locked

DEAR RESIDENTS –

Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design
When the Natomas Park community was
conceived, the planners and architects utilized
a strategy called Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design, or C.P.T.E.D. The purpose
of C.P.T.E.D. is to deter crime by engineering
the environment so that would-be criminals
are deterred by access control, increasing
community activities in public spaces, and
making any criminal activity highly visible to
the surrounding area. Please consider these
C.P.T.E.D. tips for helping to maintain and
enhance the safety of the community for you
and your neighbors.

whenever it is not being utilized. Store your trash
cans in the back yard or in the garage; it provides a
possible platform to gain access to the roof. Thorny
shrubs such as roses, planted below windows, can
deter attempts to access your home.

Territorial Reinforcement: If your home has an

alarm system, make sure that signage is prominently
displayed near the front entrance to your home.
No matter the configuration, keeping the fascia
and landscaping of your home well maintained
helps to create a sense of ownership to passersby. A homeowner is typically perceived as being
more observant, and more likely to report suspicious
activity to law enforcement or security.

Natural Surveillance: Keep tree branches from

occluding street lights, and do not let them hang
lower than 8 feet from street level. Trim bushes
and shrubs so that they are no more than 24
inches, or two feet tall. Trim any foliage around
doors and windows that restrict visibility from
inside your home. Make sure exterior lighting
on your home is functional and creates
uniform illumination.

Noise Complaints
First Security has responded to a lot of noise complaints, in
the early afternoon hours, for loud kids and loud music. Some
complaints have been for extremely loud music that can
be heard a block away. I know a lot of kids are enjoying the
early start to their summer break, but please ask your kids
to also take neighbors in the community into consideration.
Some have night jobs and others are just stuck at home due
to the coronavirus orders. When doing things like swimming
and playing music, simply lower the volume a notch or two in
consideration for your neighbors.

Corporal K. Poole

Questions or concerns about the performance of security should be
directed to management at admin@natomaspark.com.
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SOCIAL
COMMITTEE
MEETING
6:30PM

EXECUTIVE
SESSION
MEETING
6:30PM

COMMUNICATIONS
COMMITTEE
MEETING

SCAVENGER
HUNT/CRAFT

6:30PM

ACC
MEETING

6:00PM

SAFETY
COMMITTEE
MEETING
6:30PM

SCAVENGER
HUNT/CRAFT

CLUB
COMMITTEE
MEETING
6:30PM
DELEGATE
ELECTION
5:00PM
DIRECTOR
ELECTION
6:30PM

SCAVENGER
HUNT/CRAFT
FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING

6:30PM
SCAVENGER
HUNT/CRAFT
OPEN SESSION
6:30PM

**ALL EVENTS AND MEETINGS WILL BE HELD VIRTUALLY OR
VIA VIDEO CONFERENCING**

What aspects of the newsletter
do you enjoy? What would you
like to see added or changed?
Please reach out to us to let
us know. Feel free to email:
npsurvey@natomaspark.com
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DISTRICT DELEGATES

COMMITTEE CHAIRS

ROB LAKE
PR ESI DENT

LYNNE TRESAUGUE
DISTR ICT A

STAN JONES
ARCH ITECTU RA L

CHARLES GRAY
VICE PRESIDENT

ANA CHAN
DISTRICT B

CAROL GRAY
C LU B

REX SMITH
S E C R E TA RY

TRISTAN GODT
DISTRICT C

BILL FASSNACHT
TREASURER

COURTNEY LEE
SOCIAL
JAY RADKE
FINANCE

KERRY CLOUD
DISTRICT D

MARK SANDERS
S AFE TY

DEB HARMS
D IR ECTO R AT L ARGE

JOHN ORGERA
DISTR ICT E

OPEN
CO M M UN ICAT I O N S

